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Carpet Cleaning
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Chemicals & Detergents - Cleaning Supplies - Parts & Accessories - Pumps & Repair Kits - Training Materials

Rotovac 360i Carpet, Tile & Grout Cleaning Machine

An excellent tool for carpet cleaning and tile and grout cleaning in one effortless,
self-propelled motion. The Rotovac 360i has a Patent Pending Rotary Extraction
Power Head that utilizes rotary vacuum heads to thoroughly deep clean carpet with
hundreds of multi-directional cleaning passes. The 360i weighs only 39 lbs and is
extremely easy to use as it operates in a self propelled side to side motion. Simply put,
it cleans better with less effort.
The Rotovac 360i is air flow calibrated to work
with any portable or truck mount extractor that
uses a standard 12” wide cleaning wand. Give
your business a boost and your back a break by
hooking up the 360i to your existing portable or
truck mount. It utilizes rotating vacuum heads to
thoroughly deep clean carpet with hundreds of
multi-directional cleaning passes. The new and
improved carpet cleaning head is equiped with 3
stainless steel shoes and three spray jets to create
less overspray, more agitation and quicker dry
times.

Rotovac DHX Carpet Cleaning Machine

The Rotovac DHX thoroughly deep cleans and restores heavily soiled carpet conditions. Matted traffic lanes and stubborn stains can now be deep cleaned and restored
with minimal operator effort. The Rotovac DHX takes the backbreaking “wand fatigue” labor out of carpet cleaning. Dual high torque motors along with a comfortable
ergonomically designed dual grip handle team up to make the DHX extremely easy
to operate and maneuver.
The DHX is equipped with a variable head speed control dial which allows the operator to customize the head speed from 0 to 250 RPM This
feature allows the DHX to adapt to a wide variety of carpet
from direct commercial glue downs to plush installed over
pad residential carpeting. Glue down carpet may require
a slower head speed for smooth operation and maximum
recovery while installed over pad plush carpeting may need a
faster head speed for best results.
The Rotovac works with any truck mount or portable carpet
cleaning machine. It is airflow calibrated and high pressure plumbed to operate with everything from small carpet
cleaning extractors to the largest, most powerful truck mount
systems.

Click Here
Click Here

Rotovac Wide-Track Carpet Cleaning Machine
The cleaning heads spin at an adjustable 0 to
over 200 RPM. The Wide Track operates like a
lawn mower and cleans equally in both directions up and back. Designed for use with any
truck mount or dual 3 stage portable, the Wide
Track delivers all the power of your extractor
while requiring only one man to operate.
The WideTrack is airflow calibrated and high
pressure plumbed to operate with everything
from small 3 stage carpet cleaning extractors to
the largest, most powerful truck mount systems.
Click Here

Villa 1000 OdorFree Ozone Generator Odor Remover

With the OdorFree, there is no need to saturate the indoors with strong fragrances.
Simply close off the area to be treated and let the OdorFree do its work. With the turn
of a dial, it attacks odors at their source and leaves your cleaning space smelling fresh
and clean. It generates 03, or ozone, which disburses into the space to be treated.
•
Up to 4,000 Square Feet Coverage
•
Timer: 1 - 12 hrs + continuous hold
setting
•
100 CFM Fan
•
110 Volts
•
1800 Mg/Hr Output
•
3 Plates
•
7.5”H 9”W 12.5”D
•
9.75 lbs
Click Here

Viking PDS-21 Carpet Restoration Air Mover
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2600 LPM - 92 CFM Air Flow
2-Stage Tangential By-Pass Motor
115V AC
1200 Watts
2-position Rocker Switch with Moisture Guard and Light
9 AMP
106 Inches Vacuum
21 Air Nozzles
Thermal Protection Switch with Auto Reset
25-Foot Cord Length
3/8” ID X 1/2” Tubing - (200 ft
supplied)
Rotomolded Polyethylene Housing
Suitable for Stacking
19 lbs.
20.5” X 16.7” X 18.5” in (H x W
x D)

Click Here

Sonin 4-in-1 Stud, Moisture, Metal & Voltage Detector
Do it all with this innovative 4-in-1 Meter & Detector. It detects moisture
percentages 8%- 22% and finds if potentially damaging excess moisture
is present; locates and traces water leaks; detects wood and metal studs,
beams, and joists; and detects nails in wood up to 2” deep - all in a fast,
accurate and easy to read LED display.
Click Here

Grandi Groom Carpet Brush

The Grandi Groomer is a versatile tool that can
be used for agitation of soiled traffic lanes and
loosening embedded dirt. It’s also deal for agitating pre-spray into the carpet and excellent for
working protector into the carpet. The carpet will
look like new when finished with Grandi Groom
after cleaning!
Click Here

www.PowerWash.com

J

ames Lewis,
Underpressure
Powerwashers, Inc., is no
stranger to taking on unusual
projects both indoors and out.
Living in Oak Hills, California,
near the heart of Hollywood,
Lewis has been called to clean
up a number of television sets,
like the Top Gear warehouse
project shown on this month’s
cover. (See sidebar to learn
more about his unique project.)
But he does a number of
“normal” interior projects as
well, such as warehouses,
auto garage and transmission
shop floors, mechanics’ bays
at the big box stores, as well as
restaurant kitchens and dining
room floors.
“I know a lot of guys in the
cleaning industry who won’t
by
Allison
Editor It’s
take
theirHester,
work inside.
too intimidating,” he said.
“However, if they would take
the task on, they’d probably
find it’s easier than they
expect…and it will open doors
for all kinds of new projects.”
Pressure washing indoors
does present some unique
challenges, but it also can be
quite lucrative, particularly
since many contractors don’t
offer these services. The keys
are to choose jobs wisely, invest
in proper equipment, utilize
smart cleaning practices, and
price to make a profit.
Here are some specifics to
consider when cleaning inside:
Can the job be done safely?
The first thing Lewis looks at
when considering an interior
job is how hard it will be to
clean the area without causing
damage. “We get some pretty
by Allison Hester
crazy requests, and those we
will turn down,” he explained.
Photo courtesy of Extreme Clean Pressure
Photos courtesy of Dave Hudzinki,
Washing, www.ExtremeCleanPressureWash.com
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“But if it is a fairly straightforward project,
we’re not afraid to tackle it.”
One of the biggest obstacles to cleaning
inside is working around electrical outlets,
wiring and lighting, because obviously water
and electricity do not mix. Jobs that require
cleaning ceilings and walls, in particular, call
for extra precautions.
“When asked to clean the ceiling of a
warehouse, we use a lift and cover all the lights
with plastic, then tape everything up watertight
and cut off the power,” explained Matthew
Pate of Extreme Clean Pressure Washing in
Johnson City, Tennessee, who has experience
doing several warehouse cleanings, tile and
grout cleanings for commercial properties,
walk-in coolers as well as some commercial
garages. ”We will then perform the cleaning
using large lights that we run off our generator
or extension cords to another section where
the power is still on. We wait until the next day
or so to remove the protective covers on all the
light fixtures, switches, outlets and any other
item that we might have covered, then fine
clean those areas by hand.”
However, even with these types of
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precautions, problems can arise. This was
something Lewis learned the hard way when
cleaning a Vertec garbage transfer station.
Despite covering all electrical outlets, etc.,
water somehow, somewhere got into the
electrical system and shut the plant down.
Lewis had to “make the embarrassing phone
call in the middle of the night” to let the plant
manager know what had happened, then pay
for an electrician to make an emergency call –
on a holiday, no less. “They (the client) weren’t
happy, but they got over it because we did a
great job…and we still managed to make a
profit.” Lewis has since cleaned that station
again, but avoided the area where he believes
the electrical problem originated.
However, electricity is not the only problem
inside jobs can present. Ideally, the facility
managers will have any products or machines
covered or moved prior to the cleaning, but if
not, contractors need to take precautions.
Then there are the unique situations. For
example, Daniel Simmons of Pressure Washing
America, LLC, in Houston, Tex., was recently
hired to clean a refrigerated warehouse where
the refrigerant used contained ammonia, so no
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bleach could touch it.
For Lewis, an enclosed parking garage
at an upscale shopping mall presented an
unexpected problem when the water from the
floor they were cleaning leaked through tiny
cracks and poured onto the expensive cars
parked below. Situations like these require
some extra know-how in order to effectively
complete the job. They may also require extra
safety equipment – such as respirators – due to
chemical fumes inside.
Speaking of fumes, there’s the issue of
carbon monoxide. Many contractors run their
equipment outside, using long hoses to reach
the interior. However, some jobs and contractors
work better by bringing the equipment indoors,
which can be dangerous if not handled properly.
It can also cause problems with carbon
monoxide metering devices.
Lewis said that prior to cleaning the enclosed
parking garage, a friend warned him that a
lot of garages have carbon monoxide metering
devices. “If too much carbon monoxide is in
the air, they will kick on fans. Green is ok.
Yellow kicks off the fans. Red kicks off fans
and alarms, which also notifies emergency
services,” he explained. “So we make sure the
alarms are off, because we are going to make
some carbon monoxide. The fans still work. We
are also trained to recognize how to sense if
the carbon monixide is causing problems and
if so, we’ll shut down the rigs.” He also makes
sure there is plenty of ventilation any time his
equipment runs indoors.

foot. That saved us a lot of stress.”
Pate, too, mentioned that “how long of a
time frame we are allowed to be on property to
perform our cleaning services” plays a big role
in how he prices a job.
However, there are also instances where
the work can be done quickly. For instance,
Underpressure offers kitchen exhaust cleaning
and has started washing the kitchens and
dining areas in some of their restaurants. “We
can clean the kitchen floors in 15 minutes,”
said Lewis. “They look great when we’re done,
it pays well, and the clients are thrilled.”
How clean is “clean?” For the refrigerated
warehouse, Simmons’ client recognized that
the walls were covered in a quarter-inch of
black “gunk” that was going to be very difficult
to remove – particularly given some of the
job’s limitations. For instance, the internal
temperature for the warehouse was only
38 degrees, causing the chemicals to react
slower than they would in warmer conditions.
And as mentioned earlier, cleaning products

How much time is allotted for cleaning? One
of the biggest issues that interior jobs present
is that of time constraints. For instance, with
the refrigerated warehouse job, Simmons not
only had a massive 860-linear foot, four story
building to clean, he had a short window to do
it in. “The warehouse is open almost 24 hours
a day, every day. The only time it’s closed is
between 10 p.m. Saturday to 8 a.m. Sunday.
So that was when we had to go out there,”
he explained. The maintenance manager,
fortunately, recognized the challenges and told
Simmons to put a four-man crew together and
get as much done as possible. “I’m glad we
charged by the hour rather than the square
eClean Magazine
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had to not conflict with the ammonia in the
refrigerant. In this case, the client wanted them
to just do what they could.
Lewis’ garbage transfer station job required
removing layers of dust and grime from the
building’s ceilings and walls, which were so
thickly covered that the outside light could not
shine in. However, the client had no concerns
about where the water went because the floors
were simply covered with huge piles of garbage
that would eventually be taken to a landfill.
What equipment is needed? One of the
biggest issues to consider when cleaning inside
a building is what to do with the water. While it
won’t take care of 100 percent of the water, one
of the most popular options is to use a surface
cleaner with a vacuum recovery system. (See
the article on page 10 to learn more about
these types of systems.)
Lewis, for instance, was “so impressed with
Hydro Tek’s Hydro Loop system that all our
trailers are equipped with that system. When
they upgraded the machine, we upgraded what
we had to keep up with their technology, and
they get better and better and better.”
Pate, on the other hand, has two hot water
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machines, and a complete Sirocco reclaim
system that reclaims all the wastewater as
they are cleaning. “If you don’t have a recovery
machine, doing a large warehouse is not
impossible to perform; however, you will have
to check to make sure the drains in the floor
are not clogged, or some higher than others
causing other parts of the warehouse to flood,”
he added.
Getting the water off the floor is a big issue,
and if reclaim equipment is not being used, it’s
important to know how to get the water from
point A to point B despite obstacles. “When
discharging down the drain, be sure to contact
your local wasterwater department first to get
the wastewater requirements that must be
performed before discharge,” warns Pate.
There are also areas, such as corners and
around small obstacles, where you may have
to clean without a surface cleaner, and it’s
important to note those and prepare ahead
of time. Floor scrubbers are a nice addition,
whether you purchase, rent, or possibly
borrow from the facility being cleaned.
For reaching high areas, lifts are generally
a must. The facility may have them on site and
allow you to use them. However, you still may

www.armclark.com
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have to come up with other solutions, such as
extension wands.
How much to charge? Pate says you should
consider all of the following before pricing an
interior job:
• How long we have to clean
• The size of the area to be cleaned
• What has to be removed in order to clean
• Walls cleaned? Ceilings cleaned?
Photo courtesy of Mobi-Clean,
• What is stored in the facility
www MobiCleanInc.com
• Obstacles that may cause issues
• Chemicals used
• Fuel Prices
• Labor
Finally, look for extra opportunities while
you are there. For example, Pate’s most difficult
interior job required cleaning over 300,000
square feet to prepare for a coating to be
applied. “They needed us to remove tire marks,
but these were silicone and very thick. We were
able to remove most of the tire markings. The
coatings contractors were very pleased when
they came in to inspect.” Since that time, Pate
has been working closely with David Phillips of
Southern Stain and Seal to learn the process
of floor coatings “since we left a large amount
of money on the table by just cleaning and not
sealing.”
Again, Lewis encourages contractors to
consider taking on interior cleaning. “Don’t
be afraid. Understand you’re going to produce
some water – that’s just part of it. Get a
vacuum recovery system to get it. Cover your
bases. It will get you a lot more work in the
long run.”
eClean Magazine

			

Before and after photos of grocers supply warehouse. Photo
courtesy of Pressure Washing America, LLC,

About the Photo Cover
Jim Lewis received a phone call asking if
he cleaned warehouse interiors. He was then
asked to show up at a certain address for what
he believed was going to be a 500x100 foot
warehouse. When he arrived, he realized the
facility was much larger, but the customer only
needed a portion cleaned.
Upon entering the facility, the customer
asked him to be very quiet because they
were filing. It turned out to be the TV show
Top Gear, a program where they compare
different vehicles. In this particular episode,
Tanner Foust – the famous race car and stunt
car driver – was testing four exotic cars –
“some that weren’t even on the market yet”
– to compare their acceleration and braking
capabilities inside the warehouse.
“The mess we had to clean up was the gunk
they put on the floor near the braking area to
make sure they didn’t go through the wall,” he
explained. “It was corn syrup. They really stuck
to it. But they tracked it everywhere. So we
did the 500 feet section, about 200 feet wide.
rinsed with hot water, and vacuumed out of the
warehouse.”
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